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P.F. Chang’s China Bistro to Open in Destiny USA’s Canyon Area
The highly anticipated opening of P.F. Chang’s is tomorrow at 5:00pm
Syracuse, NY- Gather the family and save your appetite; P.F. Chang’s will officially open in Syracuse
with its grand opening scheduled for tomorrow, December 17, at 5:00pm.
P.F. Chang’s was one of the most requested venues from Central New Yorkers for Destiny USA. It
was announced back in April that the restaurant would join Destiny USA’s Canyon area on the first
level.
“Our announcement of P.F. Chang’s new location back in April was an exciting one for us because it
was a true testament of the community’s involvement in our leasing efforts,” David Aitken stated.
“It’s even more sensational now that the opening has arrived and Central New Yorkers can enjoy
the P.F. Chang’s experience while completing their Holiday shopping.”
The P.F. Chang’s concept was conceived and developed by Paul Fleming (P.F.) and Philip Chiang
(Chang). The brand has expanded across the United States and is now well known for its gluten free
menus, unique dining atmosphere and high quality entrees. Its first location opened in 1993 in
Scottsdale, Arizona. The popular restaurant chain now has over 200 locations worldwide.
P.F. Chang’s at Destiny USA is now taking reservations. Interested parties can call 315.484.5159.
###
P.F. Chang’s is a China Bistro that offers American Chinese cuisine. Restaurants integrate both cultures into
their unique dining experience. Each dish is prepared using the freshest and highest quality ingredients. P.F.
Chang’s is recognized by the Gluten Intolerance Group of North America for its dedicated gluten-free meals.
Destiny USA is a 2.4 million square foot tourist destination in Syracuse, NY that includes a strong mix of luxury outlet
tenants, restaurants and entertainment. New brands are continuing to open to create a unique and dynamic consumer
shopping experience. A stunning three-story glass atrium provides perfect weather year round. Oxford Economics has
projected an annual visitation rate of over 29 million visitors from throughout the U.S. and Canada. Destiny USA is
expected to be the second most visited shopping center in the country, according to Travel and Leisure magazine. It is the
largest LEED® Gold certified retail commercial building in the world.

